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Tool Tips

This being the case, we can no longer be assured that hardware (bolts, nuts, and screws) used on an aircraft are the common. AN or MS standard. For example ... 
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Milled Precision Hex driver
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HEX DRIVERS



“Click, click.” That is the unmistakable sound of a small hex wrench slipping inside a setscrew, like those found on a knob of one of your radios. The combination of wear and tolerances both on the setscrew and the hex driver can lead to the dreaded “click, click” sound and to you scratching your head for a technique to remove the stuck setscrew. The setscrew and hex driver should be manufactured to tolerances of +0.000/-0.002. This tolerance is usually achieved before heat-treating. Changes occurring during heat-treating can change the tolerances, which can lead to a sloppy ﬁt between the hex driver and the setscrew and the dreaded “click, click” as the driver turns inside the setscrew instead of removing it. There is hope! Hex drivers are now available that have been milled from drill rod to very tight tolerances with no additional heattreating. Further, the bottom of the driver is milled ﬂat rather than with a slight radius. That means that the driver is capable of catching the very bottom of the setscrew that probably has not seen any wear or been damaged. They are available in both metric and U.S. sizes, and they can solve the problem and avoid the “click, click.” Another common problem is trying to reach a setscrew at an angle. To solve this problem someone invented the ball driver that has a small ball ground in the tip of a hex driver, allowing the hex driver to approach the setscrew from an angle. A neat solution! A ﬁrm called Bondhus has taken this feature a step further with the ProHold line of hex drivers. On one hex face of each ProHold driver, a small compressible plastic insert has been installed. This plastic insert “holds” the setscrew onto the hex driver, even with the
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setscrew facing straight down. This works whether you are installing or removing the setscrew. Again, these drivers are available in both metric and U.S. sizes in a variety of lengths. PHILLIPS OR SOMETHING ELSE?



Homebuilding has become a worldwide community, with people building, and thus obtaining supplies, in all corners of the globe. This being the case, we can no longer be assured that hardware (bolts, nuts, and screws) used on an aircraft are the common AN or MS standard. For example, it’s possible to ﬁnd screws with heads that appear to be the cross pattern we equate with Phillips, but that are not actually Phillips. Our ﬁrst clue may be that the standard Phillips screwdriver doesn’t seem to ﬁt quite right and won’t get a good grip, making removal of the screw impossible. If



you ﬁnd this happening, you may have run into fasteners that are actually made to Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS). While the familiar cross pattern is present, the heads of these fasteners, as well as the drivers designed to install and remove them, have different shapes and angles. Just like your industrial arts teacher told you in high school, you need the right tool for the job. Fortunately, JIS drivers are available in a variety of sizes to match your needs. The difference in ﬁt is easily felt. Especially with smaller sizes, it is vitally important that a JIS driver is used with a JIS screw. It is very easy to strip the screw head if a standard Phillips is used on a JIS screw, which of course will cause you to need the next “right tool for the job” to remove the stripped screw. Better to make sure you know what you’re working with and have the right tool from the beginning!



The diﬀ diiﬀeren ﬀeerence rence ce between b wee bet eenn a JIS JIS Type-S Typ e screw head (above) and nd a standard Phillips head (below) is subtle.



AIRCRAFT TOOL SUPPLY COMPANY



New!



Toll Free: 1-800-248-0638



HEAVY DUTY SPARK PLUG GAPPER KIT We now carry the complete spark plug gapping solution for field or bench use! Our newest kit includes the ATS420 Professional Heavy Duty Spark Plug Gapping Tool to accurately set your spark plug gaps to within 0.001”. You will also get a set of wire feeler gauges (p/n ATS450) to verify gap size. If you should happen to accidentally over-gap the plug, then the included Gap Expansion Tool (p/n ATS483) will get you back on track. And finally, we’ve included an Electrode Erosion Gauge (p/n ATS482) to make sure that your gapped plugs are still in serviceable condition. Compatible with all Champion and AutoLite massive electrode spark plugs. The attractive Nickel-Cadmium finish resists rust and corrosion. Our new Heavy Duty Spark Plug Gapper Kit will be a welcomed addition to any toolbox or bench.
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Troubleshooting Tips 

procurer en visitant notre site Web à l'adresse www.electromenagersge.ca. ...... adquirir una tira de prueba de agua dura de GE Appliances. Llame al ...
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Tapping Tool - Ridgid Tool 

this equipment, please contact Ridge Tool imme- ...... elle-même était compromise, l'étanchéité du joint ..... blocage dans le capuchon d'étanchéité sans les.
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Troubleshooting Tips 

basket before adding clothes. Step 5. • Press Start to begin the wash cycle. The machine will weigh your clothes and add the proper amount of water. When the ...
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Troubleshooting Tips 

is connected to the “C” (internal blue screened) valve. □ Install or store where ... NOTE: The washer performs automatic system checks after pressing the Start button. Water will flow in 45 ... If the display is active, press to put the washer into s
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Troubleshooting Tips 

are, consult your local or state consumer affairs office or your state's Attorney General. Warrantor: GE ... Order on-line today 24 hours every day. In the US: ...
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Troubleshooting Tips 

Quantum® Automatic Dishwashing Detergent, and Finish® Jet-Dry® Rinse Aid rinse agents have been approved for use in all GE Appliances dishwashers.
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Wiring Tips 

The big cable to the starter is typically American Wire Gauge (AWG) No. ... from exhaust gas temperature gauges, cylin- der head ... strain on them. The bundles ...
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Troubleshooting Tips 

DO NOT allow children to play on or in this appliance. .... If the washer is running, pressing it once will pause the washer and unlock the ... The chart below will help you match the items to be washed with the best ..... the remaining portion of th
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Troubleshooting Tips 

NOTE: Actual cycle times vary based on soil level, water temperature, and options ... AutoSense This cycle automatically senses the soil level and adjusts the ...
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C SERVICE TECH TIPS 

Proper refrigerant charge/service valve diagnostics. - Accumulator and orifice tube replacement guidelines. - Leak detection dye addition recommendations.
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rapidograph care tips 

5. Screw on front section until no gap is visible. 6. Shake only gently to start pen for first use. During the use: To store seal with cap and lay horizontally or put in ...
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Tips for steel tube 

THE SPECTACULAR 320 FAST-BUILD KIT! Save an amazing 700 hrs! The Lancair 320/360 FAST-BUILD kit is the only kit ot its type in the world. With this ...
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Prebuy Inspection Success Tips 

ing number of prebuy inspections I am asked to perform on ... landings initially. The new nosewheel tire presents a different picture altogether. ... whether it is over the phone or in person. ... for a project. Another item I find annoying is hav-.
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Tips & Advies Personeel 

15 juin 2018 - Ã€ dÃ©faut, l'AGO sera annulÃ©e. POUR METTRE EN PRATIQUE .... jours une vÃ©rification, en ligne, sur audition ou sur piÃ¨ces, du respect par ...
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Phoenix Gold Tech Tips 

3. Where the two meet indicates the proper gauge cable. If the distance or power falls between two columms or rows, always round up to the next higher gauge.
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fuel stretch tips 

Une Jeep® Compass et une Jeep Patriot ont été récemment conduits au cours d'un défi de sobriété en carburant par John et Helen Taylor, enthousiastes à ...
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40 Great Sex Tips 

books, so I decided to include these rules some one emailed me on what ... They can't stand up to chewing. Lick and suck them gently. Flicking your tongue across them is good. ... There are vast areas of her body, which you've ignored far too ...
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isograph care tips 

First fill. 1. Unscrew cap and barrel. 2. Pull off reservoir. 3. Hold reservoir at a slight tilt and fill up to the marks on the reservoir. Put reservoir ... as this will void the warranty!!! 3. Use rotring cleaning aids: fill cup half-full with wate
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IsoGridTRACERÂ© USER's TIPS - Charles HAMEL 

this essential* point is ignored by 99.999999% ;-( of the knot tyers roving. Net forums so this may be ... of BIGHT, the rest is taken care of by the program. ... RIGHT mouse click = for the UNDER or '0' (that is digit zero and not letter 'O') crossi
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Tips for steel tube - Size 

TIPS FOR STEEL TUBE CONSTRUCTION. By FRANK R. LIBERTI ... B = Movable bar slides up to round bar when round tubing is slipped on its radius and ...
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Sax Tips eZine â€“ Altissimo 

altissimo is a study that takes time, patience, imagination and a willingness to practicing them to keep fit and accurate. Avoid practicing the overtones too high in ...
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2773-20 m18â„¢ forcelogicâ„¢ press tool outil de ... - Milwaukee Tool 

2. GENERAL POWER TOOL. SAFETY WARNINGS. WARNING Read all safety warnings, instruc- tions, illustrations and specifica- tions provided with this power tool. Failure to follow all instructions listed below may result in electric shock, fire and/or seri
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Promotions Tool Kit 

et avec l'appui des partenaires, agences et prestataires de services ... remplir vous seront communiquées par e-mail et/ou publiées sur le site Internet de.
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avertissement advertencia - Milwaukee Tool 

Use of any other battery packs may create a risk of injury and fire. • When battery pack is not in use, keep it away from other metal ob- jects, like paper clips, coins ...
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